Flexible Temperature-Invariant Polymer Dielectrics with Large Bandgap
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Flexible dielectrics operable under simultaneous electric and thermal extremes are critical to advanced electronics for ultrahigh densities and/or harsh conditions. However, conventional high-performance polymer dielectrics generally have conjugated aromatic backbones, leading to limited bandgaps and hence high conduction loss and poor energy densities, especially at elevated temperatures. A polyoxafluoronarbornene is reported, which has a key design feature in that it is a polyolefin consisting of repeating units of fairly rigid fused bicyclic structures and alkenes separated by freely rotating single bonds, endowing it with a large bandgap of ≈5 eV and flexibility, while being temperature-invariantly stable over −160 to 160 °C. At 150 °C, the polyoxafluoronarbornene exhibits an electrical conductivity two orders of magnitude lower than the best commercial high-temperature polymers, and features an unprecedented discharged energy density of 5.7 J cm⁻³ far outperforming the best reported flexible dielectrics. The design strategy uncovered in this work reveals a hitherto unexplored space for the design of scalable and efficient polymer dielectrics for electrical power and electronic systems under concurrent harsh electrical and thermal conditions.

Rapid growth of renewable offshore wind energy, electrification in land, sea, and air transportations, downhole oil and gas drilling and lifting, outer space explorations, all call for flexible dielectrics with ultrahigh energy and power densities. With the maturing of wide bandgap semiconductors (e.g., SiC, GaN), the electrical and electronic systems could be designed with unprecedentedly high power density and payload efficiency due to the maturing of wide bandgap semiconductors (e.g., SiC, GaN), the electrical and electronic systems could be designed with unprecedentedly high power density and payload efficiency. However, to date, the search for polymer dielectrics that provide appreciable energy densities at temperatures well above 100 °C has led to only marginal success. High temperature operation under high electric field is challenging for polymer dielectrics. For example, biaxially oriented polypropylene (BOPP), the state-of-the-art commercially available dielectric polymer used for energy storage, has a remarkable breakdown strength of ≈700 MV m⁻¹ and ultralow loss, but can only operate continuously at temperatures up to 85 °C and for a short duration with significant derating at 105 °C. Many heat resistant polymers have been designed and studied for high-temperature applications, but they are incapable of operating at an electric field similar to BOPP. This is because their conjugated aromatic backbones that are able to withstand high temperature, built at the cost of largely reduced bandgaps, lead to high electrical conductivities and poor energy densities especially at elevated temperatures. Recent efforts for enhanced energy storage performance at high temperature via nanocomposites or coating modifications of polymer films, although encouraging, are prohibitively challenging for industrial-scale production due to requirements of (either) materials cost and (or) laborious multi-step synthesis and processing. As a result, BOPP is still used today with cumbersome active cooling. The availability of flexible polymer dielectrics, capable of stable operation under ultrahigh electric field and elevated temperature is the limiting factor for high power density electrification and electronics.

Due to hot carrier excitation, injection, and transport, assisted under thermal and electric extremes, polymers exhibit a nonlinear increase in electrical conduction, leading to the reduction of the discharged energy density, largely increased energy loss and ultimately dielectric breakdown failure. While the complexity of these processes makes the study of engineering conduction mechanism under critical electric fields far from fully understood, past studies revealed the dominant role of the bandgap in determining electrical conduction and intrinsic breakdown strength of the polymer dielectrics. However, careful evaluation of common high-temperature polymers reveals, unfortunately, an inverse...
correlation between their bandgaps and glass transition temperatures ($T_g$), (Figure 1a, Figure S1, Supporting Information). This is because these conventional high-temperature polymers are originally engineered for high thermal stability with a backbone consisting of a large number of aromatic groups, forming conjugated planar segments that can $\pi-\pi$ stack having diminished bandgaps. Lowering of bandgap results in inevitably compromised high field performance and poor discharged energy density, especially at high temperatures.

Here we introduce an all organic polymer, polyoxafluoronorbornene (POFNB), with saturated fused bicyclic structure in the backbone, rather than the aromatic structures, to break the aforementioned design constraint. In POFNB, the nonplanar structure avoiding $\pi-\pi$ stacking and nonconjugated polymer backbones could restrict charge mobility between and along polymer chains concurrently. With this strategy, a large bandgap (4.9 eV, derived from UV-visible spectroscopy, see Figure S2, Supporting Information) and high glass transition temperature (186 °C) are achieved simultaneously, making POFNB an outlier compared to common high-temperature polymers, as illustrated in Figure 1a. POFNB is synthesized by a ring-opening metathesis polymerization using Grubbs generation 2 catalyst (Figure 1b, Figures S3–S9, Supporting Information) and solution cast into flexible free-standing films (Figures 1c,d).

The electronic structures of POFNB, BOPP, poly(ether ether ketone) (PEEK), polyetherimide (PEI), and polyimide (PI) were studied using density functional theory (DFT) computation (Figure S10, Supporting Information). The electronic density of states (DOS) of these polymers are illustrated in Figure 1e. Bandgaps of the investigated polymers follow the order of PP > POFNB > PEEK > PEI > PI. The bandgap from the computed DOS agrees favorably with the experimental data. The aromatic rings within PEEK, PEI, and PI contribute to high $\pi$ bonding (low $\pi^*$ anti-bonding) energy levels, lowering the bandgaps, while POFNB exhibits a large bandgap, the largest among the high-temperature polymers with $T_g > 100$ °C.

The high electric field energy storage performance was demonstrated using a dielectric displacement–electric field ($DE$) loop test at ambient and elevated temperatures (Figures 2a–c, Figures S11–S19, Supporting Information). The narrow regions inside the $DE$ loops suggest the low energy dissipation of POFNB. At ambient temperature, POFNB exhibits...
ultrahigh discharge efficiency (96.5%) even when the electric field exceeds 700 MV \text{m}^{-1}. At 150 °C, the discharge efficiency of POFNB at 200 MV \text{m}^{-1} (the operating electric field of commercial BOPP), is higher than 94%. Thus, an electronic system with BOPP can be readily replaced by POFNB for operation at 150 °C. More importantly, this could eliminate the cumbersome cooling system currently needed for energy storage systems with BOPP. Stable high discharged energy density is observed for POFNB over the entire temperature range investigated, far outperforming the best flexible polymer and polymer composite films reported (Figure 2d) to date.\textsuperscript{[2,12,13,16–18]} In addition, at 150 °C, the energy loss of POFNB is far below that of the existing heat resistant polymers of PI, PEI, and PEEK, which exhibit high energy loss in the range of 50–70% even under relatively low electric field (Figure S19, Supporting Information).

Fundamentally the capacitive energy storage originates from the dielectric polarization. The strategy for the design of a polymer having a stable dielectric constant and low polarization loss over a broad temperature range would require that all rigid segments having restricted rotation remain restricted while all freely rotatable single bonds continue to freely rotate across the entire temperature range for operation.\textsuperscript{[28,29]} As such, close attention needs to be paid to elements that can be involved in conjugation. For example, an element that could result in partial double bond in conjugation with a sp\textsuperscript{2} hybridized carbon could become freely rotating at a higher temperature, contributing to a temperature dependent polarization. To gain more insight into its highly stable discharged energy density, the dielectric constant of POFNB was investigated in a wide frequency and temperature range (Figure 3a). The dielectric constant of POFNB stays remarkably stable at around 2.5 with a low dissipation factor of <0.5%. Even down to −160 °C, the dielectric constant holds stable (Figure S20, Supporting Information). The temperature coefficient of dielectric constant for POFNB is 0.016% °C\textsuperscript{−1}, the least among commonly known polymers such as BOPP (0.061% °C\textsuperscript{−1}), PEEK (0.085% °C\textsuperscript{−1}), PEI (0.022% °C\textsuperscript{−1}), and PI (0.042% °C\textsuperscript{−1}) (Figure 3b, Figures S21–S24, Supporting Information). Importantly, with the molecular design of POFNB, the imide ring is fused to the backbone five-membered ring allowing for an elongated rigid bicyclic structure extending...
from the backbone analogous to a piston rod of a crankshaft. The imide functionality further provides a connection to the benzene ring such that the nitrogen has insignificant conjugation with the sp² carbon of the benzene ring since it is tied up in cross conjugation with both carbonyls. Therefore, here the new design strategy imparts flexible POFNB with temperature-invariant polarization from −160 to 160 °C. Such a stable dielectric constant and low dissipation factor over a wide temperature and frequency range are highly preferred capacitive characteristics to ensure a highly stable and superior system performance.\[11\]

In addition to the polarization loss, conduction loss dominates at high electric field due to strong electric field and temperature-dependent charge injection and transport.\[11,20,30\] With a specially designed system, pre-breakdown conduction in polymer dielectrics can be measured with high precision via dynamic cancellation of the capacitive current so as to small resistive conductions down to 10 ppm level can be probed during voltage ramp\[31\] (Figure 4, Figures S25–S27, Supporting Information). As shown in Figure 4, at room temperature, POFNB reveals highly suppressed conduction current under high electric field and more pronounced suppression at elevated temperatures. At temperatures over 100 °C, POFNB exhibits much lower conduction than BOPP and all other high-temperature polymers. The electrical conduction for POFNB at 150 °C is almost two orders of magnitude lower in a side-by-side comparison with the best commercial high-temperature dielectric polymer films (Figure S27, Supporting Information) and the best reported ceramic films\[4\]. The hopping conduction model was utilized to reveal the contribution of large bandgap of POFNB to the suppression on conduction current (Figure S28, Supporting Information). Building upon the large bandgap, charges could not move over the energy barrier between adjacent sites in the form of hopping for POFNB. In contrast to POFNB whose conduction stays always low even at 150 °C, PI, PEI, and PEEK all exhibit strong charge injection/conduction, particularly at temperatures >100 °C, indicating once again the fundamental limit associated with these conventional high-temperature polymers designed with conjugated aromatic backbones. Even though PEI and PEEK also exhibit low conduction current at room temperature, the sharp increase of conduction current at elevated temperature suggests that charges with increased thermally assisted excitation energy can overcome the energy barrier between the localized sites. With the lowest bandgap, PI exhibits intense conduction towards high electric field even at room temperature. Additionally, suppression on conduction current inhibits the heat runaway induced degradation and hence breakdown, ensuring the reliability of the dielectric film in harsh environments.\[20,30\]

![Figure 3. Dielectric polarization and loss. a) Dielectric constant and dissipation factor of POFNB at ambient and elevated temperatures. b) Temperature dependence of dielectric constant at 1000 Hz for POFNB, BOPP, PEEK, PEI, and PI.](image-url)

![Figure 4. Conduction as a function of the electric field. Integral conduction current investigated by a designed transient measurement system for POFNB, BOPP, PEEK, PEI, and PI. Conduction current densities as a function of the electric field are illustrated in Figures S25–S27, Supporting Information obtained from the derivative of the time integral current.](image-url)
In summary, an all-organic dielectric polymer POFNB is proposed for capacitive energy storage at elevated temperatures. The uniqueness of POFNB with fused bicyclic olefin and alkenes separated by freely rotating single bonds as backbones, polar aromatic structure extending from the backbone analogous to a piston-like crankshaft, endowing it with large bandgap and flexibility. Built upon its large bandgap and high $T_g$, POFNB offers intrinsically stable and temperature invariant high electric field dielectric characteristics, especially at elevated temperatures. Free from crosslinking or any other additional processing, POFNB can be readily processed into a free-standing film by a roll-to-roll process. The facile processability and flexibility ensure its scalability for flexible electronic devices. Coupled with the versatile ring-opening metathesis polymerization (ROMP) synthesis, POFNB provides sufficient material design and synthesis space for further performance optimization.

**Experimental Section**

**Materials**: Exo-3,6-epoxy-1,2,3,6-tetrahydropthalic anhydride (Oxanorbornene anhydride), anhydrous toluene, ethyl ether, dichloromethane (DCM), tetrahydrofuran (THF), methanol, and acetic anhydride were purchased from Fisher Scientific. Anhydrous sodium acetate and 3,5-bis(trifluoromethyl)aniline were purchased from Oakwood Chemicals. Grubbs generation 2 catalyst was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. The synthesis details can be found in the Supporting Information.

**Characterizations**: $^1$H NMR analysis was studied with Bruker AVANCE 500 MHz spectrometer using TMS as an internal standard. Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) was done using a KBr pellet method with Nicolet Magna 560 IR spectrometer. Differential scanning calorimetry was performed using a TA Instruments DSC Q-100 differential scanning calorimeter. Thermogravimetric analysis was performed using a TA Instruments TGA Q-500 at a heating rate of 20 °C min$^{-1}$. The molecular weight of POFNB was determined using a Waters GPC system with dimethylacetamide as a mobile phase and PMMA as a standard.

**DFT Calculation**: Physical and electronic structures of polymers have been investigated using first-principles density functional theory (DFT), implemented in the Vienna Ab initio Simulation Package (VASP). In the calculations, crystal slabs of PP and PEEK were modeled while oligomers with six repeat units were used for amorphous polymers (i.e., POFNB, PEI, and PI). To fully relax these structures, the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof exchange–correlation functional, a plane-wave energy cutoff of 400 eV, and the vdW-DF2 functional were used. The adopted Monkhorst–Pack k-point meshes of 4 × 1 × 1, 1 × 5 × 1, and 1 × 1 × 1 were used for PP, PEEK, and other polymers (i.e., POFNB, PEI, and PI), respectively. The obtained structures were further used to study the electronic structure using the Heyd–Scuseria–Ernzerhof HSE06 functional.

**Field Displacement–Electric Field Loop Measurement**: Displacement–electric field loop was employed using a modified Sawyer–Tower polarization loop tester with a unipolar positive half Displacement–electric field loop was employed using a modified Sawyer–Tower polarization loop tester with a unipolar positive half. The measurement was carried out at temperature starting from 20 °C with an increasing step of 10 °C. Before each measurement, a 30 min stabilization at a set temperature was used to guarantee the sample was in a uniform steady isothermal state. The temperature coefficient $\Delta C$ of the dielectric constant is obtained via Equation (1), where $\varepsilon_r$ is dielectric constant at temperature $T$, and $T_0$ is 20 °C.

$$C_T = \frac{\Delta \varepsilon_r}{\Delta T} \times 100\% = \frac{\varepsilon_r(T) - \varepsilon_r(T_0)}{T - T_0} \times 100\%$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)

**High Electric Field Conduction**: The conduction at the high field was measured with a specially designed measurement system which can dynamically cancel the component of the current.$^3$ The system uses a small sinusoidal modulation signal superimposed on the voltage ramp to track the capacitive current under transient condition. Using the negative feedback loop formed with a dual-phase lock-in amplifier, the capacitive current can be actively canceled via dynamic gain control throughout the measurement. The remaining signal output represents the time-integrated conduction current across the sample, with accuracy for the small resistive current down to 10 ppm.

**Supporting Information**

Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or from the author.
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